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Psychic Detective ~
How to Help Solve Crimes with Your Intuitive Ability
Intuition is an innate sense that we all possess, each with our
own strengths and weaknesses. We can become psychic by
focusing on this inherent sense to develop and sharpen it with
awareness and practice.
“Our intuition,” says Sherrie Dillard, “when developed, blossoms into extrasensory or psychic perception, revealing to us a rich
vast inner reservoir of possibilities and potential.” Through this “inner
resource of knowing, seeing, and being,” we may gain access to the
entire world by “turning within,” she says.
In the first half of this double header, you will learn your psychic
or intuitive “type”—mental, emotional, physical, or spiritual. Then
you’ll have a chance to exercise your intuitive muscles to help solve a
missing person case.
Sherrie has seen angels, animal spirits, and ethereal visitors, and
has had precognitive dreams, since she was a child. Growing up in a
conventionally religious household, however, she kept her psychic
experiences to herself, and even tried to deny them. That began to
change when, at 19, she was persuaded by the spirit of a recently
deceased mother to give a message to her bereaved son. It was the
first time she considered that her psychic ability could be beneficial.
Her interest in psychic detective work began a few years before
she became a professional psychic, when a young girl she knew was
reported missing; she had intuitive impressions and dreams about her,
but did not yet know what to do with them. Many people receive
intuitive insights into missing persons and other unsolved crimes—
and, she says, any of us can, with a little encouragement and intuitive
development, contribute in a positive and powerful way to helping
others.
Sherrie has been featured on television for her work as a psychic
detective and medium and is a frequent radio guest. In 2005 she
worked with Raleigh police to solve the high-profile May 2002
murder of Stephanie Bennett; two weeks after she identified a
suspect, he was arrested when his DNA confirmed him as the killer.
A professional psychic, medium, counselor, and teacher for over
25 years, Sherrie Dillard, M. Div., serves an international clientele
from her practice in Durham and has been a frequent participant in
SFF’s annual Psychic & Healing Fairs. She is dedicated to her own
intuitive-psychic and spiritual journey and believes that intuitive
development is a spiritual refinement process that manifests in one’s
life as joy, connectedness to all of life, and an inner conscious communion with the divine.
Her 2008 book, Discover Your Psychic Type: Developing and
Using Your Natural Intuition, describes the four basic intuitive
types and includes an extensive quiz to discover your own—similar to
the exercise she will do with us in her program. A new book to be
released in June 2010, Intuition and Love: A Psychic’s Guide to
Creating Lasting Love, takes the four intuitive types into the arena
of love and relationships.
To learn more about Sherrie and her work, go to
www.SherrieDillard.com. And be sure to join us for what promises to
be a most unusual, lively presentation!

Sherrie Dillard
Thursday, February 4, 2010
3313 Wade Avenue, Raleigh, NC
Admission: $10;
$8 seniors & students
Doors Open - 6:45 PM
Meeting - 7:15 PM
Early Meditation - 6:30 PM (free)

Inviting Divine Guidance for 2010
Workshop with Sherrie Dillard
January 17; 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.; $75
Attune yourself to the New Year. What is
your purpose in 2010? Where will there be
challenges and what doors will easily open?
Set your intent and receive intuitive guidance
from the angelic realm to make the most of
the coming year.
Note: This is not an SFF event; contact
Sherrie directly for more details and to
register.
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